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Abstract: Inducing decision trees with a top-down
algorithm is a well-known and widely used method to
construct classifiers from a set of sample cases. In this
paper we review this technique in order to demonstrate
its relative simplicity and its power to produce comprehensible results. Since the task to induce a classifier from data turns up frequently in applications (e.g.
credit assessment, disease detection etc.) no commercial data analysis tool can do without offering a decision tree induction module. Nevertheless, the wellknown data analysis program DataEnginetm has until
recently suffered from lacking such a module. This
drawback is now removed by a plug-in consisting of
a set of user-defined function blocks we implemented
and which we describe in this paper.

1

Introduction

Decision trees are a well-known type of classifiers.
Classifiers, in turn, are programs which automatically
classify a case or an object, i.e. assign it according to its
features to one of several given classes. For example,
if the cases are patients in a hospital, the attributes
are properties of the patients (e.g. sex, age etc.) and
their symptoms (e.g. fever, high blood pressure etc.),
the classes may be diseases or drugs to administer.
Decision trees are classifiers which — as the name
already indicates — have a tree-like structure. To each
leaf a class, to each inner node an attribute (or feature)
is assigned. There can be several leaves associated with
the same class and several inner nodes associated with
the same attribute. The descendants of the inner nodes
are reached via edges to each of which a value of the attribute associated with the node is assigned. Each leaf
represents a decision “The case considered belongs to
class c.”, where c is the class associated with the leaf.
Each inner node corresponds to an instruction “Test
attribute A and follow the edge to which the value
observed is assigned!”, where A is the attribute associated with the node. A case is classified by starting
at the root of the tree and executing the instructions
in the inner nodes until a leaf is reached, which then
states a class.

From the above description it is obvious that decision trees are very simple to use. Unfortunately, it is
not quite as simple to construct them manually. Especially if the number of possible test attributes is
large and the available knowledge about the underlying relations between the classes and the test attributes is vague, manual construction can be tedious
and time consuming. However, if a database of sample
cases is available, one can try an automatic induction
[5, 18, 19]. The usual approach is a top-down process (TDIDT — top-down induction of decision trees),
which uses a “divide and conquer” principle together
with a greedy selection of test attributes according to
the value ascribed to them by an evaluation measure.
In section 2 we illustrate this approach using a simple
(artificial) medical example.
Since the success of the induction algorithm depends
considerably on the attribute selection measure used,
in section 3 we list a large variety of such measures.
However, limits of space prevent us from discussing
in detail the ideas underlying them. Which of these
measures yields the best results cannot be stated in
general, but depends on the application. Therefore all
of these measures can be selected for the decision tree
induction function block of the DataEnginetm plug-in
we describe in section 4. In addition to the induction
function block this plug-in consists of functions blocks
for pruning a decision tree, for executing a decision
tree to classify a set of cases and for computing a confusion matrix (which is useful to assess the quality of
a learned classifier).

2

Induction of Decision Trees

As already remarked above the induction of decision
trees from data rests on a “divide and conquer” principle together with a greedy selection of the attributes to
test: From a given set of classified case descriptions the
conditional frequency distributions of the classes given
the attributes used in the case descriptions are computed. These distributions are evaluated using some
measure and the attribute yielding the best value is
selected as the next test attribute. This is the greedy
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Figure 1: The learned decision tree. First the blood
Table 1: This table contains patient data together with pressure of the patient is determined. If it is low or
an effective drug (effective w.r.t. some unspecified dis- high, the effective drug can be stated directly. If it is
ease). To find a decision tree for the effective drug, normal, we inquire for the age of the patient and thus
the conditional distributions of the drugs given the pa- can derive the effective drug in this case, too.
tients’ features are examined (see table 2).
is high, drug A, if it is low, drug B is the correct drug.
Only if the blood pressure is normal, the prediction is
part of the algorithm. Then the case descriptions are not improved. The overall success rate is 75%.
divided according to the values of the chosen test atSince the blood pressure allows us to determine the
tribute and the procedure is applied recursively to the effective drug with the highest rate of success, it is
resulting subsets. This is the “divide and conquer” chosen as the first test attribute and placed at the root
part of the algorithm. The recursions stops, if either of the decision tree. The case descriptions of the table
all cases of a subset belong to the same class, or no are divided according to the values they contain for
attribute yields an improvement of the classification, this attribute. Since the effective drug is definite for
or there are no attributes left for a test. We illustrate patients with low or high blood pressure, these cases
this procedure with a simple example and state the need not be considered further. For the patients with
induction algorithm in pseudo code.
normal blood pressure we test again the conditional
distribution of the effective drug given the patient’s
age. Dividing the patients in those younger than forty
2.1 A Simple Example
and those older, separates the cases in which drug A
Table 1 shows the features of twelve patients — sex, was effective from those in which drug B was effective.
age, and a qualitative statement of the blood pressure Thus a reliable method to determine the effective drug
— together with a drug, which for the patient has been is found. The corresponding decision tree, which can
effective in the treatment of some unspecified disease. be read directly from table 2 (far right), is shown in
Neglecting the features of the patients the effective figure 1.
drug can be predicted only with a rate of success of
50%, since drug A as well as drug B were effective
2.2 The Induction Algorithm
in six cases. Because such a situation is unfavourable
for future treatments, we try to learn a decision tree, The general algorithm to induce a decision tree from
which will (hopefully) allow us to derive the effective data is shown in figure 2 in a pseudo code similar to
drug from the features of a patient.
Pascal. In the first part of the algorithm for each atTo this end we consider all conditional distributions tribute the frequency distribution of its values and the
of the effective drugs given the available features (see classes is determined. From this distribution the value
table 2). It is obvious that the patient’s sex is with- of an evaluation measure is computed. The attribute
out any influence, since for male as well as for female with the highest value is stored in the variable best A.
patients both drugs were effective in half of the cases This is a crucial step in the algorithm, since a wrong
(thus being politically correct, i.e. here: non-sexist). assessment of the attributes and thus a bad choice for
The patients age yields a better result: below forty the test attribute can severely diminish the classifier’s
years of age drug A has been effective in four out of performance. (More about evaluation measures can be
six cases. Over forty years of age the same holds for found in section 3.) In the second part of the algorithm
drug B. Hence, the success rate is 67%. However, test- either a leaf or a test node is created — depending on
ing the blood pressure yields an even better result: If it the outcome of the first part. If a test node is cre-
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Table 2: The conditional distributions of the effective drug given the sex (far left), the age (left, divided into
“less than 40” and “over 40”) and the blood pressure (right) of the patients. Obviously the blood pressure
yields the best result. If a test of the age is added in those cases in which the blood pressure is normal (far
right), the prediction of the effective drug becomes perfect. The corresponding decision tree, which can be read
directly from the table, is shown in figure 1.
function grow tree (S : set of cases) : node;
begin
best v := WORTHLESS;
for all untested attributes A do
compute frequencies Nij , Ni. , N.j
for 1 ≤ i ≤ nC and 1 ≤ j ≤ nA ;
compute value v of a selection measure
using Nij , Ni. , N.j ;
if v > best v
then best v := v;
best A := A;
end;
end
if best v = WORTHLESS
then create leaf node n;
assign majority class of S to n;
else create test node n;
assign test on attribute best A to n;
for all a ∈ dom(best A) do
n.child[a] := grow tree(S|best A=a );
end;
end;
return n;
end; (* grow tree() *)
Figure 2: The TDIDT (top-down induction of decision
trees) algorithm.
ated, the case descriptions are divided according to
their value for the chosen test attribute and for each
resulting subset the function grow tree is called recursively.
To simplify the algorithm we assumed in this description that all attributes have a finite number of
symbolic values. Integer or real-valued attributes can

be processed by sorting the occurring values and choosing a cut value for each pair of consecutive values (e.g.
the arithmetic mean of the two values). Using this
cut value an (artificial) symbolic attribute with values
“greater than cut value” and “less than cut value” is
created. The best cut value, i.e. the one whose corresponding symbolic attribute is rated best by the chosen evaluation measure, is selected to represent the
numeric attribute.
During the recursive descent already tested symbolic
attributes are marked, since another test of these attributes is obviously pointless: Dividing the cases leads
to all cases having the same value for a tested attribute in the deeper levels of the recursion. Integer
and real-valued attributes, however, are not marked,
since deeper down in the recursion a different cut value
may be chosen and thus the range of values may be
subdivided further.

3

Attribute Selection Measures

As already indicated in the introduction and substantiated by the description of the general induction algorithm in the preceding section, the success of the
induction of a decision tree from data depends to a
high degree on the attribute selection measure used.
Several years of research not only in decision tree induction but also in the closely related area of inducing
Bayesian networks from data has lead to a large variety
of evaluation measures, which draw from a substantial
set of ideas to assess the quality of an attribute. Unfortunately, limits of space prevent us from discussing in
detail these measures and the ideas underlying them.
Hence we only give a list:

• information gain Igain [16, 7, 18]
(mutual information/cross entropy)
• information gain ratio Igr [18, 19]
• symmetric information gain ratio Isgr [17]
• Gini index [5, 21]
• symmetric Gini index [22]
• modified Gini index [13]
• relief measure [12, 13]
• χ2 measure
• weight of evidence [14]
• relevance [1]
• K2 metric [8, 11]
• BDeu metric [6, 11]
• minimum description length with coding based on
relative frequencies lrel [14]
• minimum description length with coding based on
absolute frequencies labs [14]
(closely related to the K2 metric)
• stochastic complexity [15, 20]
• specificity gain Sgain [10, 3]
• (symmetric) specificity gain ratio Sgr [3]

numeric) can be stated in the unit fields of the table
columns, which can also be used to instruct the algorithm to ignore certain columns. Although tables
passed to user-defined functions blocks may not contain unknown values, this function block provides a
facility to specify which table fields should to considered as unknown: In the configuration dialog you may
enter a value for the lowest known value. All values
below this value are considered to be unknown. In addition the configuration dialog lets you choose the attribute selection measure (see the preceding section for
a list), whether the measure should be weighted with
the fraction of known values (to take into account the
lesser utility of rarely known attributes), whether the
algorithm should try to form subsets on symbolic attributes, a maximal height for the decision tree to be
learned, and the name of a file into which the learned
decision tree should be saved.

prune — Prune a learned decision tree.
This function block receives as input a learned decision
tree stored in a file and a table of classified sample
cases, which may or may not be the table the decision
tree was learned from. It prunes the decision tree using
the table applying one of two pruning methods (either
pessimistic pruning or confidence level pruning), which
It may be worth noting that the K2 metric and the are governed by a parameter that can be entered in
BDeu metric were originally developed for learning the configuration dialog. In addition, the configuration
Bayesian networks and that the specificity measures dialog lets you enter a maximal height for the pruned
are based not on probability or information theory but tree and (to be able to deal with unknown values, see
on possibility theory — an alternative theory for rea- above), a lowest known value. The pruned decision
soning with imperfect knowledge that is closely con- tree is written to another file, whose name can also be
nected to fuzzy set theory. A reader who is interested specified in the configuration dialog.
in more detailed information about the measures listed exec — Execute a learned decision tree.
above may consult [3] or [4] (the latter is available in This function block receives as input a learned (and
German only).
maybe pruned) decision tree stored in a file and a taUnfortunately, no general rule can be given which ble of cases. It executes the decision tree for each case
measure should be chosen. Although some measures in the table and adds to it a new column containing the
(e.g. the information gain ratio and the minimum de- class predicted by the decision tree. The configuration
scription length measures) perform slightly better on dialog lets you enter the name of the classification colaverage, all have their strengths and weaknesses. For umn and (just as described for the two blocks above)
each measure there are specific situations in which it a lowest known value.
performs best and hence it can pay to try several meaxmat — Compute a confusion matrix.
sures.
This function blocks receives as input a table. Its
configuration dialog lets you enter the names of two
4 The DataEnginetm Plug-In
columns for which a confusion matrix shall be determined. It generates a table containing the confusion
We implemented a powerful decision tree induction al- matrix (either with absolute or relative numbers) and
gorithm as a plug-in for the well-known data analysis the sums over lines and columns (excluding the diagoprogram DataEnginetm in order to improve this es- nal elements).
teemed tool even further. This plug-in consists of four
All function blocks that deal directly with decision
user-defined function blocks:
trees, i.e. the blocks grow, prune, and exec also comgrow — Grow a decision tree.
prise a decision tree viewer which lets you navigate
This function block receives as input a table of clas- through a learned decision tree using the well-known
sified sample cases and grows a decision tree. The MS Windows tree view control (used, for example, in
data types of the table columns (either symbolic or the MS Windows explorer to visualize the hierarchic

file system). Hence you need not accept the learned
classifier as a black box (as is usually the case for e.g.
neural networks), but you can inspect how an induced
decision tree arrives at its results.

5

Summary

In this paper we reviewed the well-known TDIDT algorithm for inducing a decision tree from a set of sample cases in order to demonstrate its relative simplicity
and its power to produce comprehensible results, which
makes it a useful tool for a lot of data analysis task.
We presented an implementation of a decision tree induction algorithm as a plug-in for the well-known dataanalysis tool DataEnginetm . This implementation can
make use of a large variety of evaluation measures and,
in a separate function block, provides a flexible pruning facility. Two more function blocks allow you to
execute a learned decision tree to classify a set of cases
and to compute a confusion matrix to assess the quality of the learned classifier.
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